
Hi Asha Munich… 

Greetings from Delhi…It has been a continuous stretch of heat in Delhi since the time I 

arrived with just one or two days of rainfall during the Monsoon phase. In India it’s been a 

common phenomenon of extreme weather conditions in different parts. Many people died in 

Mumbai due to excessive rain and in Delhi there is a complete failure of monsoon rains.  

Maybe, this is one more reason to say that India is a land of diversity….. 

Anyways, coming to the point…On 16th July 2005, I visited a school run by Vivekananda 

Resurgence Foundation. The single room school is taking place in a slum jhuggi at the 

WazirPur Industrial Area. The approaching road to the school is highly pathetic and a weak 

hearted person may faint on way due to the highly obnoxious smell. Open drains with floating 

human and other waste greet you. There is a park next to the slum area and it is full of 

garbage. The air is full of bad smell. So one can roughly imagine the sad though destined life 

of the kids growing in that area. And believe me this is not the case of just this slum but in 

each and every slum in the Capital of India. However, under lowest hygenic conditions 

Vivekananda Resurgence Foundation (VRF) have come up with a school in this area, which 

they are running now for the last 3 years. 

VRF is paying a rent of Rs 800 for a 12 feet  x 10 feet jhuggi class room. In this room around 

30 children were sitting when I reached the school. They have employed a cleaning lady 

(@Rs400 per month) . Her job is to keep the room clean and fill in drinking water in a mud 

vessel (Matka). A proper attendance register is being maintained. On going through the 

attendance register, I found that most of kids were coming regularly to the school. They 

claimed they all are enjoying the classroom. They spelled out some poems in Hindi. 

The class begins every day from 10 am goes until 12:30 pm. I was told that more children 

want to join the school but due to space restriction, no more children can be accommodated. 

The lady teacher gets around Rs1200 per month. 

Its been almost 3 yrs now that VRF is running this school in this slum area and as a matter the 

good work done by VRF has developed a friendly rapport between the people living in this 

slum area and VRF.  

I was extremely disappointed looking at the conditions in which the school is being run. 

For me the first question that came in my mind was- How on earth can children study in an 

environment like this and still enjoy the learning. 

I talked to Mr. J.D. Chaudhuri (a very old person and coordinator of the school) and asked 

him if the school can be shifted, to some other location. According to him the children will 

not come if the school is far away from their home. 



Since there is extra load on VRF to admit more students, therefore one possibility thought was 

to start a new afternoon shift. This means hiring a new teacher. The details need to be worked 

out. 

Most of the children are between the age group of 4 yrs- 7 yrs. There is one girl 10 yrs old, 

she has been studying in this VRF school for last two years. Last year she approached the 

local Municipality school to get admission but the school rejected her admission on the 

grounds that she was over-aged.  

Mr. Chaudhuri , who accompanied me to the school, told me that now money is not the main 

problem but the main problem is the urgent need of active and dedicated volunteers. Young 

volunteers who can look after the administration of the school. As VRF is being coordinated 

by old and retired people therefore if no new young volunteers join then all the hard work 

done by these old people will shatter.  

I am also sending the pictures I shot on my visit. You can have an idea under what tough 

conditions the poor children enjoy their education. 

Indranil Bhattacharya 

  

 


